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The steady magnetohydrodynarnii; laminar ^outco flow of an inoom- 
pressible conducting fluid lietwoen two parallel porous disks one of which 
IS rotting and other is stationary in the presence of a*iransvtir>se. mag- 
netic field has been analytically investigated. The solution has been 
obtains by expanding tlte velocity components and prevssurc*. in a power 
series of reduced Reynolds number R fjr\  wlicre R^ is thfi source Reynolds 
number and f  is the radial distance. The. efh^ ct of the magnetic field 
on tho velocity profiles is to flatten them near the cent ral region between 
the disks. The skin-friction, torque and pressure drop in the radial 
direction increase w'ith the increase of Hartmaiui number M  with the 
exception that the skin-friction decreases when l< ilf < 2  and the 
torque decreases when 0 <  i f  <  1.
1. Introduction
The problem of flow between two parallel disks is of general intei'est because of 
its important in many engineering applications. Peube (1963) and Savage (1964) 
studied the source flow^  Ixdweon stationary non-porous disks while Elkouh (1969, 
1971) considered the same problem in the presence of suction and/or injection at 
the disks. Kxeith & Viviand (1967) investigated tli,e source flow between two 
non-porous disks which are rotating w^ ith diffea’ent angular velocities. Khan 
(1968) also discussed the source flow between two porous disks rotating with the 
same speed with suction at one disk and equal injection at the other.
Srivaatava & Sharma (1961) studied the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
flow between a slowly rotating disk and a stationary disk. Stephenson (1969) 
has extended the above problem for rotating perfectly conducting disks. The 
MHD flow between two porous disks has been investigated by Chandrasekhar 
& Budraiah (1970, 1971) firstly for stationary disks and subsequently for one 
rotating amd other stationary disk. Recently, Khader & Goodling (1972) have 
studied the MTTT> laminar source flow between two parallel stationary disks.
In the present paper, wo have discussed the MHD laminar source flow between 
two oo-axial parallel porous disks one is rotating and other is stationary. The
<^ omponents and pressure, firstly for a weak source midway between the disks and
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secondly under the assumption of small suction and slow rotation. It is observed 
that the effect of the magnetic field on the velocity profiles is to push them towards 
the central region between the disks so that they are flattened. The skin-friction 
on the disks increases with the increase of Hartman number M  when 0 <  <  1
and M < ,2 y and decreases when 1 c  M 2. The torque on the disks increases 
with increasing M >  I and decreases when 0 <  <  1. The pressure drop in
the radial direction increases with the increase of M.
2. Basic Equations
Consider a steady laminar flow of a viscous incompressible conducting fluid 
of density p ,  viscosity p  and electrical conductivity u between two non-conducting 
porous disks separated by a distance 2a with a soxirce of strength Q at the centre 
of the disks. The disk at =  a rotates with an angular velocity Q and the disk 
at 2 =  —a is stationary (figure 1). The fluid is injected with the uniform velocity 
V at both disks. A uniform magnetic field Hq is applied in the Z-direotion.
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Figure 1. Phyeioal model
The governing MHD equations of motion for steady flow, are
/K<i-v)a =  ~ v p + aV*9+.^x -B,
V a  =  0, 
v x £  =  0,
/  »  o tE + flX B ],
where B  « /tjit a* being niagnetio penaeabiliiy.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
I'.
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Neglecting the induced magnetic fid<i ii
For axiByrnmotrio flow eq (3) gives E ~  (\ tu i 
the analysis o f Stephenson (1969) we mJjr r
2. Assuming Er =  and using the m i^X d 0 ^  ’
menta o f current density as * ^ the compo-
J r  =  < r B „ { u g - x a f ) ,  
j g  =  — a-B oU r,
J z  =  <t E „   ^ ^
w h„e ,  i. .  d i„ „n .io „ta  a ,,
™ '“ ’ •» 4 i (  V X < . for n o„.c„d „»«„g  d i* ,.
Introducing the non-dimensional quantities defined by 
r — f j a ,  z  _  z ja ,  U f =  Urafv, Ug =  ugajv.
'^ z =  Uiajv, p —
pv^ X V
and using cq. (5), eqs. (1) and (2) can lie written in cylindrical polar co-ordinates as
dz rdr 
du^
dur dti d^ D
(7)
(8) 
(9)
, Mr , d«.
-a ;^ + r + (10)
where D* ^  ^ + l  ^-4.-1*
r dr^dz*'
The boundary conditions can be written as 
± 1 ) =  0, Ug(r, 1) =  ar, «,(r, —1) =  0, 
« .(r , ± 1 ) =  THw,
and *^«rd»—rJRw 2J?e r ■
(11a)
(11b)
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whore = ~  ia tho wall Reynolds number; Jf* =  R©*®® square of the
Hartmann number; a = —  , the rotational Reynolds number; J?. =  Q/47rm,
V
the source Reynolds number and eq. (lib) reprosonta the overall conservation 
of mass.
In order to obtain the solution of the problem, we assume the following aeries 
expansions which are valid for small values of /?«*(= :
«r =  [ fM + J ie * m + R e * % '(z )  +  ...]T
Ue =  rgi(z)+ ^\3i{z)+R(*g^(z)+Re*^gt{z)-\-..^
%  =  - / i(z)+ 21?««/,(z)+ 4 /? ,« /4 (2 )+ -
and
(12)
(13)
(14) 
(16)
(16)p =  {^ r%{z)+K{z)}+RJ[ht(z) log r+Re*h(z)+...l
Substituting eqs. (12) -(16) for ttr, Ug, «*, x »ad p in eqa. (7)-(9) and equating 
the coefiBeients of like powers in r, the Navier-Stokes equations are reduced to 
to an infinite set of S3^ tema of simultaneous ordinary differential equations. Thc 
first two systems are
System 1
9 r + f r 9 i - f i%  =  M \ g ,-X i), -  (H)
K  =  0,
K' =
System 2
/*"+ /i/« '+ 2 ?4 (7 , =  A2+Jf*/*'.
V  =  o.
The corresptaiding boundary condition can be written as
A '(± i)* /* '(± i )  =  o, A (± i) =  ±i?«, 
flr,(+l) = a, = 0, {r,(±l)=0. ^
(18)
(19ft)
and
/*(+l)—A(—1) “  2, but choosing
U + l ) ^ l  / , ( _ ! )  « * _ l i
... (I9b)
3. Solution of the Equations
(a) System 1
In ordor to obtain a solution to systont 1 , wo assnmo a scirios solution in 
powers o f a and i?„, which is valid for small vi^uos of rotational Reynolds number 
a and wall Reynolds number in the forn^
fi  =  «.f^o+Rwfii+a%^-\ i?w%+2a7?„,jr„4-... ,
hi =  *^io+-^w^u+**^i2+-Ku)^Ai3+2aiijfej4-l-... , ... (20)
Xi =  «Afio+-B«.yi,+a®A:i2+jBt/A:i3+2aR„,;(;„+... .
Using these in eq (17) and equating the like powers of a and upto the second
order. W e get the first five sets of ordinary linear differential equations whoso
solutions under the appropriate boundary conditions are ^
.•1
fi  =  R „ [  S i sinh M Z -  z ]  cosh MZ+B^  sinh JlfZ+R 4-
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- B ,Z -
A  2£ 1 . c,;sinh.2MZ— ^2 Z siah. Mz"^-{  |^ R, sinh JI/.Z—
-R ,Z -^ ^ y (6Z cosh M Z - M Z ^  sinli M Z ) -  2MZ
01 == a[Ai sinh MZ+ll2]+2aBu[A  ^oob\\ MZ-\-A^  sinh MZ+^ Z sinh MZ
- • ^ ( 3 Z  cosh M Z - M Z ^  sinh MZ ) +  ^ 4  + ^ 14] .
hio — hu =  0, hii = BiM^  cosh M,
=  BjJf* cosh M -  4^* (3+cosh 2 ilf)+ i
hit =  -Bs coah M - ^ ^ o o s h  2 J lf -R » -f  R A i sinh M,
Xio =  1/2. Xii == Xu -  Xu -  0.
X u  =  --4 ,o o sh  J f-| - sinh ^ - 4^  >
where
=  «r;;5;arii>r > -®i =  M - M  cosh M)-^,
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^7 -  ^ 2 +  --4- +  -Jf,
-^ + M  cosh M), Bg =  (sinh 2M—2M cosh 2M), 
~~M^ siali M B  ^cosh M, B  ^=  (hi2-\~Ai^ —1/2)
=  s l F ^ b ^
Bf  — (sinlx 2M—2M cosh 2M)— (4sinh M —M  cosh M),
J5 _ Af®R 4- ^i^ii(-^*~5)XJg — XJj-t- ,
* 2 \ 2 ^ Jf« / ■
The solution of system 1 represents the source free flow between two parallel 
porous disks one is rotating and other is stationary. Substituting a ~  0 in oq. 
(20) one gets the solution for the two dimensional flow between two parallel sta­
tionary porous disks investigated by Chandrasekhara & Rudraiah (1970).
(6) System 2
Similarly, to obtain the solution of system 2, we assume the series solutions 
in powers o f a and B „  as
/a ~ /ao"t“*/ai"b-®ui/aa~t"®*/as"b-®w*/8«'4"2ai?«i/g5-f---- »
?a =  y»+®fl'ai+-®«'fl'2t+a*fl'aa+-®«>Va*+2af?wg,j+... , ... (21)
2^ ~  a^o"b*^ 2i~("-®»^ 22"boc® 2^S"b-Bw*Aa4"i“2*-®M92s■(■••• >
Xt =  X w +»X n-^^X n+»^X »-^^v,XH -\-^vX if\-- •
Substituting eq. (21) fo r /,, g,, %, and Xt in eq. (18) and oolleoting the ooeffi- 
oient o f ct and npto the 2nd order terms, we get six sets o f ordinary differential 
equations whose solutions under the appropriate boundary conditions are
/ ,  =  ( r ,  sinh M Z - ^ 2  + * w [ Oi sinh 3f
+8inh 2 J f Z ) - f ^  {MZ* sinh MZ-BZ oodi MZ)"^  +
X'
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+ «*[0u cosh  A fZ + C i,- (C g + J p )z -
— j cosh 2MZ—C., sinh 2MZ—C\Z MZ-\
1111
+
>4 2R
sinli JWZ— Kinlk ^MZ- C ^  cosh JWZ+CmZ* cosh M Z+96Hf<
] +  / v  [-C i«sin h :2 iH Z -(c„+ 5| t)z+
+ C „ sinh 3MZ~C^^Z cosli MZ-C.,„Z cosh 2JI/Z+ Oo.Z^  sinl^  JlfZ-
_  - (Z*8iiil\2J/Z i-21/Z3)H MZ+C„sZ*8inh Ji/zl ,
JVZ * 2ATZ- z  cosi; MZ+=  a At cosh AfZ+ -4a shJv m r miui ^-----^
(Z sinh J fZ —sinh M)—At cosh M ] +2a^«i AIZ+
2 '
+ r,a in h  MZ+^ioCosh 2JifZ+4u+^ia 2M Z-^isZ cosh MZ+ 
cosh 2M Z -  sinh ^MZ M isZ+g^’jZ® sinh 2M Z +  
+At^Z sinh M Z + A f , Z  ^cosh M Z - A ^^ Z '^  sinlv MZ +
+ ^  Z» sinh Z -  ^  Z» cosh JlZ+;(;25 ]
hf^  =  BiM ^oo^M, A-a —
fc„ =  (?iM »oo8hM - -"g_  (cosh 2J/+3)+-®4"^^
(cosh 3 /+  sinh M), 
~  4M ^
— cosh 3J1+
I i . _  jf_ T .o o * 2 J K -K -c .+ r .“ ”>‘ « -  a j i  
+  ^ - . in h 2 J ( .
+ r ,  s i n h - S f - r ,  sinh 2Jf.
cosh 3Jf+
Xn =  X»i=^Xat =  Xu =  0,
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A i . h,MX u ^  ,
Xu =  — [{^ T8+ -4i7) coah,M+Ai^ooah 2 M + A u +   ^ 4 j ,+  ^  j Binh J fj ,
where the constants C^ , (7*, Cj, 0 „  C7, ..., C^, A ,^ A ,^ T^ , .... T ,
are dependent on magnetic parameter M.
The solution of system 2 represents the source flow. The first term of solu- 
tion (21) corresponds to inortialess flow without any rotation and suction investi­
gated by Khader & Goodling (1972). I f we take a =  0„ the solution represents 
the source flow between the porous disks without rotation.
4. Discussion of Resltlts
The radial and azimuthal components of velocity are given by
%
r
and gi{z)+Rt*gt{z)+0{Re**).
... (22)
The radial and azimuthal velocity profilee depend on the parameters a, Rw and 
Re*. The profiles of the radial and azimuthal components of velocity have been 
plotted in figures 2 and 3 for various values of M, a and Ru aud for a value of Re* 
=  10.00. From figure 2, it is observed that for a given value o f M, inoreaso of 
a and R »  increases the magnitude o f radial velocity and in figure 3, it is seen for 
a given value of M  the magnitude of azimuthal velocity increases with the in­
crease o f Rn.
From f^ese figures, wo can fdso conclude that the magnitude of the radial and 
azimuthal components o f velocity decreases with the increase o f magnetic field 
and the effect o f the magnetic field on the velocity profiles is to flatten them near 
the central region o f the disks.
F<nr praotical pnrpoaes, it is important to find the skin-&iotion and torque on 
the d ii^ . The skin-griotimi <m the disks is obtainable from  the shearing stress 
eomponent f w h i c h  is given by
mr ftp dUf ... (23)
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The dimensionless skin-friction on the disks (2 =  ± 1 ) is
r*U -± x  =  - [| » /, '( ± 1 )+ ^ V ,'( ± 1 ) ] ,
where r* =  f^ r  ^ .
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... (24)
The dimoasiouleas skin-friction (r*/r) on the upper disk (2 =  1) has been plotted 
against the magnetic parameter M  in figure 4. From this, it is observed that the 
skin-friction increases with increasing M  when M >  2. The behaviour of skin- 
friction for JIf <  2 is that, firstly it increases when 0 <  M <. I and then decreases 
when 1 <  JIf <  2.
Fig. 4. Non-dimensional skin-friction against magnetic parameter M .
The torque on the disks depends on the shearing stress ocnnponent fx» 
which acts in the plane o f the disk and is given by
Neglecting the edge effects the torque on a finite disk of radius S  is 
f
where • R  =  ftfki
f  =  2n/tva f  r^gi+{Relr*)gtW>e 0
... (25)
... (2ti)
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Hence the dimenHionlesH torqucw on the disks {z -  ^ 1) are
ff/(d -l)d2
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(27)
where 2fR^7Tpf.m *
From oq. (27), we can fitid the torques on ^oth tiu: disks but the torque 
on the upper disk only has been ealeulaled for (/4/ii2)--5.0 and presented in figure
5. From the figure, it is found tltat the torque on the. uppej- disk increases with 
the increase of magnetic parameter M when iW > 1, but it decreases when 
0 <  ilf <  1.
Fig. 0. Graph of non-dimensional torque t against magnetic parameter M .
The presBure drop in the radial direction at any point (r =  B) in the flow 
given by
p* =  p(r)—p(B)
The preaaure drop in the radial direction has been plotted against r in figure 6 
for various values of parameters a, Bu, and M. From this, it is observed that pres­
sure drop p* increases with the increase of 3f.
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Fig, 6. Non-dimensional prossure drop p* in the radial direction.
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